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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our preferred link. Great filters don't have to break the bank. For just over $25, Marineland's Penguin Power Filter hits all the scores—and then some. It is the first three-tier filtration process of
eliminating dirt and debris, then filtering chemical impurities and biological toxins (such as dreaded ammonia). It requires a small setup, making it the first natural purchase for beginner aquarists, and has a certified flow rate of 350GPH, which is suitable for tanks up to 70 gallons in size. Cartridges are also included, with the right type paired with your filter model—they're available
in four based on the size of your tank. Online reviewers write that Marineland Penguin Power Filter is a great filtering system for almost any tank, with most mentioning that it operates quietly and effectively. Its unique BIO-Wheel is called for extra praise—it eliminates ammonia and nitrites on contact while helping to plant beneficial bacteria that help in natural filtration. Freshwater
tanks are not very challenging to maintain in preparation for saltwater, but you still want to buy a reliable filter to keep your water clean and free of contaminants. Canister filters like this from Penn Plax provide mechanical, chemical, and biologically powerful filtration, and they sit outside your tank-making it easy to hide. The 265 GPH flow rate can be used in tanks holding up to
100 gallons, and a simple push-button primary makes preparation almost sillyproof. As a result, fresh water is free of waste, excess food, ammonia, and other toxins. Online shoppers wrote that the Penn Plax Cascade filter could not be scaled in value and performance, operating quietly but offered a high level of customization thanks to three media baskets and a rotating stream
valve. Although it can also be used with a saltwater tank, it is a very solid purchase for anyone who maintains a freshwater aquarium. Saltwater fish and marine life have different needs than their freshwater cousins, and incorrect water conditions can quickly result in a dangerous and unreliable environment. That is why you want a filter that includes features such as deionization
and reverse osmosis, which force water through the membrane to eliminate impurities. Aquatic Life RO Buddie combines capabilities with the high-powered filtration you want in a saltwater tank, with three models offering either three-tier reverse osmosis or reverse osmosis deionization (or RODI) level in one small footprint unit. Customers say Aquatic Life RO Buddie has caused a
tank full of happy and healthy and coral saltwater fish. The reverse osmosis feature is very useful if you use tap water with high levels of force (or calcium and wasted magnesium), which can be a risk of survival for saltwater fish. Using reversing filters and deionization systems, some customers have brought force to zero despite using water from kitchen taps. Even if your tank is
on the smaller side, you still want to invest in great filters. The IQ Whisper Power Filter is only right for a 20-gallon aquarium, with an adjustable intake that telescopes up and down depending on the needs of your tank. StayClean filtration system is easy to maintain and ensures healthy fish, removing toxic and nitrite ammonia while promoting healthy bacterial growth. It's also
calmer thanks to the soft barrier that separates motors from filters. Whisper's IQ Power Filter starts immediately without priming needed, and customers say it is one of the best small and cartridge-based filters on the market. After mixed results using other filtration systems with their small tanks, buyers have seen a rapid improvement in water quality after installing Whisper IQ. For
large tanks, 75 gallons, our choice is Seachem Tidal Filter. It has a flow rate of 350 GPH, and its own price pump and self-cleaning impergement for easy maintenance. The warning feature also lets you know when your filtering setup needs to be synced or checked otherwise. Filters include deeper baskets to accommodate the media of your choice (it includes Matrix, very angly
biomedia), and a powerful skimmer to keep your tank water line clear. Get this filter, the customer writes, calls a three-point intake for praise—it produces a strong and consistent circulation in a 75-gallon tank. Media baskets are also easily accessible for cleaning. The Seachem Sound Filter hangs behind your tank but offers a higher customization level than most filtration systems
with HOB design. Wet-dry filters use biological media that are exposed to your tank water and air outside it. As it results in high levels of bacterial growth while processing waste efficiently, it is ideal for saltwater tanks. Wet-Dry Eshopps filter is an expensive purchase at $285, but it's a one-stop shop that contains almost everything you need to build your wet-dry rig. The set
includes overflow boxes, bioballs, filter pads, and back nozzles, alongside wet drop tray filters specifically for processing ammonia and nitrites. Customers write that Eshopps are high-quality wet-dry filters, with high levels of scripturance even though it includes most important components in one simple package (you still need a pump). Although preparations can be challenging for
novices—not uncommon for wet dry filtration systems—it's a great product overall, and can be used in tanks from 10 to 75 gallons in volume. True to their name, Undergravel is placed under your tank substate instead of outside or on top of your tank. Lee's 40/55 Premium Undergravel filter helps promote the growth of beneficial bacteria in your tank gravel, breaking waste through
natural Process. It can also be paired with conventional power filters for clearer water. It includes carbon filtration cartridges, and its plates are designed using specific plastics that oppose separation or cracks—an important quality since it will sink completely in your tank. Customers wrote that Lee's 40/55 Premium Undergravel Filter is the nicest they have in this style, saying that
all-black designs make it mixed with their pebbles to an uninterruptive natural look. It also does a great job of keeping the tank clean, with very excellent water quality when it is used in tandem with the second power filter. Bob spoke to Fred Giuggio (from Quick Step) about the new interlocking laminate floor system being installed. In the master bathroom, glass block walls are
under construction along one wall of the shower. It has been designed to allow light into the room, while still providing privacy. Also, general contractor Charlie Tomaszewski installed a unique glass block floor system from Circle Redmont. In the basement, a new water filtration system is coming in, and Bob spoke to Dave Krupinski of Kinetico about the process. Part 1: Installing
Wood Laminate Flooring Part 2: Glass Block Panel System Part 3: Kinetico Water Filtration System Installation Bob joins plumber Ted Moxham and Kinetico representative Dave Krupinski in the basement, where Ted installed the Kinetico water purification system. 85% of all homes in America have hard water, so although Victorian homes in Medford have processed urban water,
it's still important to treat both hardness and chlorine content. Chlorine can dry out hair and skin and premature clothing fades. The Kinetico system can solve the problem of sediment formation in pipes. Over time, calcium from the scale of hard water inside the pipe, significantly reduces the size of the pipe and thereof decreases the amount of water throughout the house. Similar
clogging can also occur in equipment using water, reduce their efficiency and cause uncomfortable repairs. The overall water management system of two Kinetico components can effectively treat these problems. It has de-chlorinators and softeners that treat general purpose water flowing throughout the house, and a reverse multi-stage osmosis filtration system which in turn
cleans drinking water. Water soakers use salt that cleans the tank of any waste hardness, then pumps it down the drain. The system being installed also has Kinetico's new Quick Flo tank, which speeds up water transmission through reverse osmosis filters. Frequent maintenance includes putting salt periodically into the system and replacing pre-filters and pulse filters on reverse
osmosis systems each year. Part 4: Updates on Deck, Breezeway, and Located just five miles from downtown Boston, Bob scouts discovered a Victorian house in a neighborhood of family homes in tree-lined streets ago due to full-scale The new homeowner, a working family at home, has set the goal of modernization of the home floor plan, update the mechanical and electrical
system of buildings, and adding home offices and workspaces for two busy professionals. ALL EPISODES IN VICTORIA RECOVERY
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